What is salsa valley?
Salsa Valley is a unique place in Mexico, like the Silicon
Valley, but in parallel next generation crypto Metaverse
based on the animated meme series «Salsa Valley Stories»
(funny meme-cartoon about cryptoworld).
It is

More Than A Game

It’s an entire ecosystem with its own native $SALSA Token
which unites together cryptoenthusiasts, NFT-collectors and
artists, blockchain, Metaverse and Web3 devs, lovers of hot 🌶
salsa sauce, meme fans, animators, gamers and those who just
love to joke and laugh.

our mission
Connect the world of blockchain in the mainstream Metaverse and
GameFi industry with creativity and gameplay, doing it with heart by
uniting and integrating progressive creative people and projects in a
single Metaspace for interaction and development in the cryptoindustry

our vision
Be the first to show the realities of the cryptoworld through the prism of
a cartoon series, attracting new users to the cryptoindustry to increase
market liquidity by expanding the functionality and usefulness of meme
tokens, including the ability to real-life use of the $SALSA token.

Why metaverse?
The Metaverse Is a Next Generation Internet.
And now the new Megatrend that we are focused on is to become a
platform which may eclipse every game by combining game and
P2E mechanics and the live interactions in that space just in one click.

potential of the Market size
Bloomberg Intelligence believes the
market opportunity for the Metaverse
can reach $800 billion by 2024.
Ark Invest estimates that revenue
from virtual worlds could approach
$400 billion by 2025, up from the
approximate $180 billion in 2021.
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Salsa Valley potential
The ecosystem that is being built step by step around the project has
enormous growth potential to unite a large audience into the project!
The Salsa Valley project is in a market that is just emerging and
growing at a great rate according to DappRadar:
The GameFi sector attracted $2.5 billion in investment in the first quarter of 2022
By the end of the year, investment in cryptogame developers could reach $10
billion (in 2021 figure was $4 billion)
Metaverse-based projects, including blockchain games and infrastructure, have
raised $4.6 billion in 2022, surpassing the total collected last year.
The number of blockchain-based games grew by 2,000% over the year
Blockchain-based games recorded 1.22 million unique active wallets in March
GameFi-ecosystem participants account for 52% of all blockchain activity

our ecosystem
"Salsa Valley Stories"- funny meme cartoon series about cryptoworld
$SALSA Token - native token that powers the entire ecosystem
multichain P2E NFT game with its own economics and mechanics,
Salsa Valley Metaverse - NFT Real Estate, NFT characters & items
entrance to the cryptoworld for beginners, great for
Board Game "Salsa Valley" - easy
cryptopeople and funny strategic addition for the Metaverse

Salsa Valley news - meme cryptonews portal

for animals in Latin countries through cooperation with charitable
Charity NFT collections - help
foundations

"CoinsCommunity" -

token vote platform for meme and gamefi projects

Private label sauce - a line of sauce production under our own trademark
Token integration for payments and as a marketing
Partner Latin restaurants chain - $SALSA
instrument and brand awareness

Full-length cartoon -

production of an animated movie about cryptoworld in cooperation with a
well-known animation studio, such as Disney, Pixar, etc for the native
Metaverse promotion

salsa valley nfts
Users can choose their NFT character
avatars to become the residents of Salsa
Valley and explore this cryptovalley
Metaverse, participate in events and
Play2Earn!
Each Salsa NFT is a non-fungible token that lies
in the public Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
blockchain.

salsa valley real
estate nfts
Every NFT-real estate owner can organize his
property space as a workspace, art studio,
game-space, networking area, project’s hub or
office to interact with community, broadcast the
latest news, schedules and company events; or
even to organize his own interactive NFT Gallery
— the possibilities are endless!
Users can get fun, play and earn income from
interacting with the Metaverse infrastructure,
boosting their characters and real estates or
renting them out

salsa token
$SALSA is a BEP20 token and it's a native token
that powers the entire Salsa Valley ecosystem.

utility
SALSA is an in-game currency to be used in a diversity of our P2E
mechanics and for payments between Metaverse participants.
Also users will be able to earn SALSA tokens by creating content
and infrastructure, participating in promotions from sponsors and
influencers, paying with SALSA for promotion of their projects in
the Valley or improving their characters.
It will be a payment token at partner restaurants, also to buy NFTs,
to buy the board-game with benefits, to adv on our news and
token vote platforms.

salsa token key features
Anti Dump-Exit Whales
Transactions that trade more than 0.01% of the total supply will be rejected to
prevent adrupt pump/dump.
Automatic Liquidity Pool
4% of every transaction contributes toward automatically generating further
liquidity on Pancake Swap. Benefiting long term for $SALSA holders the most!
RFI Static Rewards
4% of every transaction is taken and redistributed to all $SALSA token holders.
The burn address is also a holder thus each transaction helps deflate the supply.
Highly Secured
We have locked all the Liquidity Pool tokens (SALSA/BNB LP) for 5 years ahead
The smart-contract is audited by eNebula

salsa token on the charts

our partners

our achievements
We won the 1st place in the NFT contest on the JGN platform
We took the 4th place among 64 GameFi projects at the BSC GameFi
Hackathon in November 2021
We took the 3rd place in February 2022 among 26 Metaverse projects
at the Top of Oasis AELF Blockchain Hackathon
We are in the TOP promising GameFi projects according to Coin98
analytics
GenX Analitycs included us in the TOP fast-growing projects
Now our project is represented on dozens of expert-reviewed
resources such as: BscProject, PlayToEarn, DappRadar etc.

our hotmap
Q1 2021

Q2 2021

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Idea and concept
Market research
Roadmap & tokenomics
Meme cartoon series scenarios
Cartoon and NFT characters

Ecosystem websites launch
Social medias launch
SALSA Token smart-contract
1st NFT collection release
Cartoon 1st episode release
Advertising campaign
Early Bird sale

Smart-contract Audit
DEX listing
Community Airdrop
76% SALSA token burning
Cartoon 2nd episode release
Partnerships launch

Board game development
2nd NFT collection release
INO events
NFT charity program launch
Partnerships & collaborations
Negotiations with CEX
Token vote platform development

2022

2023

Board game release
INO events
Token vote platform launch
Massive marketing campaign
International trademark registration
Holding our own cryptoevents
Participation in the International cryptoevents

Full Season 1 & 2 of cartoon release
Board game add-ons development
CEX listing
NFT Metaverse game Alpha release
NFT Metaverse game release
Token vote platform launch
Massive marketing campaign
Famous animation studio partnership
(such as Pixar, Disney, etc)
Partnerships with famous brands

2024

Board game add-ons release
NFT Metaverse add-ons
New NFT collections for Metaverse
Seasons 3-5 of cartoon release
Full-length cryptocartoon with animation
studio release
Worldwide distribution of the cartoon

join our journey
Fund Usage
Products Development
6.2%

Hardcap: $2,225,000
Round 1: $250,000
Salsa Valley has minimized the fundraiser
to finance the project development to
complete milestones and deliverables.

Liquidity Pool
22.7%

Operation
36.1%

Total $SALSA supply: 231,978,580,995,575
Salsa Valley team constructed a tokenomics
that maintains a low market cap to convert
into a strong performance.

Marketing & Community
35.1%

Get Fun & BE Pepper!
Thank you!
salsavalley.com
contact@salsavalley.com
@SalsaValley
For investment and partnership opportunities:

@julisvp

contact@salsavalley.com

